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Abstract— This IoT-based system aims to enhance 

railway safety and efficiency by preventing under 

loading and overloading of railway wagons. It utilizes 

weight and temperature sensors integrated onto the 

wagons, continuously monitoring cargo conditions in 

real-time. The system provides immediate alerts to 

railway operators in cases of under loading, ensuring 

optimal usage, and in instances of overloading, 

preventing safety hazards. With seamless 

communication modules, the system enables remote 

access to data and alerts for timely intervention. The 

integration of temperature sensors ensures the 

preservation of cargo sensitive to environmental 

conditions. This proactive solution not only safeguards 

against economic losses and structural damage but also 

contributes to cost-effectiveness by minimizing wear and 

tear on railway infrastructure. Overall, this intelligent 

IoT system offers a comprehensive approach to 

improving operational safety, cargo efficiency, and 

railway infrastructure management. 

This sustainable energy solution not only harnesses the 

kinetic energy generated by foot traffic but also promotes 

awareness of eco-friendly practices within public spaces. 

The incorporation of Arduino, piezoelectric sensors, 

batteries, and scalable approach to energy harvesting, 

making it an innovative and environmentally conscious 

solution for powering public spaces like shopping malls.  
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 

Railway transportation stands as a cornerstone of 

modern logistics, efficiently moving goods across vast 

distances. However, ensuring the safety and efficiency 

of this system is paramount, with under loading and 

overloading of railway wagons presenting significant 

challenges. In response, this project introduces an 

innovative IoT-based solution designed to tackle these 

issues head-on. By integrating weight and PIR motion 

sensors onto railway wagons, this system offers real-

time monitoring of cargo conditions, enabling 

operators to preemptively address under loading and 

overloading scenarios. Ultimately, this proactive 

approach not only mitigates economic losses and 

structural risks but also promotes cost-effectiveness by 

reducing wear and tear on railway infrastructure. Thus, 

this intelligent IoT system promises to revolutionize 

railway safety, operational efficiency, and 

infrastructure management. 
 

II. EXSTING SYSTEM 
 

The existing system for monitoring railway wagon 

loading primarily relies on manual inspections and 

periodic checks, lacking real-time data acquisition 

capabilities. Current methods involve visual 

assessments and occasional weight measurements, 

leaving room for human error and inconsistency. The 

absence of continuous monitoring makes it 

challenging to promptly identify under loading or 

overloading situations, leading to potential economic 

losses and safety hazards. Additionally, the lack of 

automated alert systems requires railway operators to 

depend heavily on periodic inspections, making it 

difficult to respond proactively to loading 

irregularities. The existing system's limited 

technological integration hampers its ability to provide 

comprehensive insights into cargo conditions and 

wagon weight. Consequently, there is a need for a 

more sophisticated solution that leverages IoT devices 

to enhance real-time monitoring, ensuring optimal 

loading practices, preventing safety risks, and 

contributing to the overall efficiency and safety of 

railway operations. 
 

➢ PROBLEMS WITH EXISTING SYSTEM:  

• Sensor inaccuracies can lead to erroneous 

measurements.  

• Calibration drift can occur ,causing sensors to 

provide incorrect readings.  

• Environmental conditions such as temperature, 

humidity and vibrations affect performance of sensors.  
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• Cost considerations may limit the widespread 

adoption of these solutions.  

• Unauthorized access to IOT devices or manipulation 

of data .  

• Compatibility issues and interoperability challenges 

may rise.  

• Delays or failures in data transmission can hinder 

timely inventions.  
 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 
 

The proposed IoT-based system aims to revolutionize 

railway wagon loading practices through an integrated 

approach. It involves deploying weight and 

temperature sensors on each wagon, enabling 

continuous real-time monitoring of cargo conditions. 

Using wireless communication modules, the data is 

transmitted to a centralized system for instant analysis. 

The system provides automated alerts to railway 

operators, allowing them to take immediate corrective 

actions. Proactive measures, such as automated 

braking in case of overloading, contribute to safety. 

This method ensures optimal loading practices, 

preventing economic losses, and significantly 

improves the safety and efficiency of railway 

transportation. When PIR sensor detected message 

sent to user and buzzer alert and camera streaming. 
 

ADVANTAGES 

• Real-time Monitoring 

• Prevention of Economic Losses 

• Safety Enhancement 

• Cost-effectiveness 

• Continuous tracking 
 

IV.RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

 

➢ Underloading and Overloading: 

 In a system of IOT devices to prevent underloading 

and overloading of railway wagons ,the weight should 

be measured by using this equipment .Previously we 

assigned certain weight as the maximum weight to 

load the wagon , if the weight is equal or approximate 

to the maximum value then there should not be any 

kind of warnings. If the weight is greater than the 

maximum weight then the device sent a message as 

High weight to the person who is controlling the train 

then the person will check and resolve it. Similarly if 

the weight should be less then the  message as Low 

weight will be sent to the controller. Then he will 

resolve it. 

The output is shown in below figure 

 
Figure: Over weight was displayed because of heavy 

weight. 
 

➢ PIR Sensor:  

In a system of IOT devices to prevent underloading 

and overloading of railway wagons can be used to 

detect the motion of the object by using PIR sensor. 

The PIR sensor detects the temperature of the object 

by detecting the infrared radiation emitted by the 

objects .It only detects the living objects because non 

living objects doesn’t posses any kind of temperature. 

It detects the temperature of the person who loads the 

wagons and sent the signal to the camera. Then the 

camera captures the image of the person with carrying 

the goods and then the alert will be sent to the person 

in the control room .It displays the output as Motion 

detected. If there is no living things near the sensor 

then the output will be displayed as no motion detected.   

 

The rotation of motor will be shown in figure  

 
Figure: PIR sensor working when motion detected 
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V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURESCOPE 

 

In conclusion, the development of an IoT-based 

system to prevent under loading and overloading of 

railway wagons represents a significant advancement 

in railway safety, efficiency, and cargo management. 

By leveraging real-time monitoring capabilities, 

proactive alert systems, and temperature-sensitive 

sensors, this innovative solution addresses the critical 

challenges faced by railway operators. Through 

optimized cargo utilization, prevention of economic 

losses, preservation of temperature-sensitive cargo, 

and promotion of cost-effectiveness, the system offers 

tangible benefits to the railway industry. Furthermore, 

its ability to facilitate remote monitoring and 

management ensures responsiveness and adaptability 

across diverse railway networks. As such, the 

implementation of this IoT-based solution holds great 

promise for enhancing the overall safety, efficiency, 

and sustainability of railway transportation systems, 

thereby contributing to the advancement of global 

logistics and trade. Looking ahead, the future scope of 

this IoT-based system for preventing under loading 

and overloading of railway wagons is promising and 

multifaceted. One avenue for further exploration lies 

in the integration of advanced analytics and machine 

learning algorithms to enhance predictive capabilities. 

By analyzing historical data and patterns, the system 

could anticipate loading requirements, optimize route 

planning, and proactively identify potential issues 

before they arise. Additionally, there is potential for 

the expansion of sensor technologies to encompass a 

wider range of parameters, such as humidity levels, 

vibration, and pressure, further enhancing cargo 

monitoring capabilities. Moreover, advancements in 

connectivity and communication infrastructure could 

enable seamless integration with other railway 

management systems, fostering interoperability and 

data exchange for holistic railway operations 

management. Furthermore, ongoing research and 

development efforts could focus on the development 

of autonomous loading and unloading mechanisms, 

leveraging robotics and automation to streamline 

cargo handling processes and improve operational 

efficiency. Overall, the future scope of this IoT-based 

system holds immense potential for continued 

innovation and optimization in railway transportation, 

paving the way for safer, more efficient, and 

sustainable logistics networks. 
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